Myo-electric fatigue manifestations revisited: power spectrum, conduction velocity, and amplitude of human elbow flexor muscles during isolated and repetitive endurance contractions at 30% maximal voluntary contraction.
A brief survey of the literature on manifestations of myo-electric fatigue has disclosed a surprisingly sharp conflict between early studies, focusing on neuromotor regulatory mechanisms, and more recent studies which stress the determinant influence of local metabolism and skewed homeostasis. Favoured explanations concerning changes in the electromyographic (EMG) spectrum were synchronization/grouping of motor unit (MU) firing and conduction velocity (CV) decreases of the action potential propagation. The notion of mutual exclusivity interwoven with these theories prompted us to reinvestigate the EMG of moderate level, static endurance contraction. Ten men in their twenties performed isometric elbow flexion (elbow angle 135 degrees) at 30% maximal voluntary contraction (MVC), and the surface EMG of the brachioradialis (BR) and biceps brachii (BB) muscles was recorded. Initially the CV--determined by cross-correlation--was 4.3 m.s-1 (BR) and 4.6 m.s-1 (BB). At exhaustion the CV of the BR muscle had declined by 33%, roughly twice the decrease of the BB CV. Substantially larger relative median frequency (fm) reductions of 50% (BR) and 43% (BB) were found. Simultaneously, the root-mean-square amplitudes grew by 150% (BR) and 120% (BB). All changes during contraction reached the same level of significance (P < 0.001, both muscles). From the largely uniform relative increases in fm and CV during the last 4 min of a 5-min recovery period, variations in CV were suggested to produce equivalent shifts in fm. The gradually increasing discrepancies between relative decreases in fm and CV during contraction presumably reflected centrally mediated regulation of MU firing patterns (notably synchronization). After the 5-min recovery another 11 endurance contractions at 30% MVC were executed, separated by 5-min intervals. The series of contractions reduced the endurance time to one-third of the 153 s initially sustained, while the terminal CV recordings increased by 1.0 (BR) and 0.6 (BB) m.s-1, and the terminal fm increased by 24 (BR) and 14 (BB) Hz. The relative CV decreased in direct proportion of the endurance time and the fm decreases varied with the CV; the findings did not support a causal link between CV decrease (signifying impaired fibre excitability) and the force failure of exhaustion.